
Almost overnight, moving 
to the cloud has become 
an absolute necessity 
for ensuring a company’s 
business continuity and 
long-term existence. 
To avoid unnecessary 
challenges, organizations 
need an experienced cloud 
partner to deliver a tailored 
and optimal solution.

CLOUD
TRANSFORMATION

Let’s get your head in the clouds.

We recognized early the benefit of using cloud technologies 
to decrease time to market and reduce development costs. By 
leveraging the cloud, we can focus on your unique business 
challenges while mitigating costs. Whether retiring an older 
platform or moving workloads into the cloud, 27Global will outline 
the steps needed to make the transformation as seamless as 
possible.

How do we help? 27Global will:

• Analyze applications and infrastructure to define your optimal

 cloud solution (public, private, multi-cloud or hybrid)

• Develop a strategic migration road map

• Focus on re-platforming and re-architecting instead of simply   

 re-hosting

• Retire antiquated platforms

• Update migrated apps to take advantage of cloud capabilities and  

 economics

• Continue to monitor your infrastructure to optimize resources



CLOUD TRANSFORMATION
27Global’s Cloud-Native Software Solutions

27Global’s proven track record of delivering Cloud-Native 
software solutions, combined with our Cloud and DevOps 
expertise, will guide and execute your move to the cloud. 

We’ll analyze your applications and infrastructure to define the 
best customized cloud solution for your business, and then develop 
a road map for getting there.

Help your company scale, stay competitive, 
innovate and save money all at the same time.

Whether it’s re-platforming existing applications or re-architecting, let 27Global’s cloud experts guide and 

execute your move to the cloud as seamlessly as possible. We’ll analyze your applications and infrastructure 

to define the optimal cloud, multi-cloud or hybrid cloud solutions and develop a road map for getting there.
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